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ABSTRACT

Even though interest in reducing or eliminating tobacco-caused diseases is a common goal in tobacco control, many experts hold different views on addiction as a target of intervention. Some consider tobacco-caused addiction as a tobacco-caused disease to be eliminated alongside the other diseases. Some consider tobacco-caused addiction as a much lower priority disease to be eliminated, and a subset of this group is prepared to employ addiction to tobacco (nicotine) as a tool to reduce other tobacco-caused disease. These varying attitudes towards ending, controlling or employing tobacco addiction to reduce damage from tobacco use constitute quite different approaches to tobacco control and cause conflict among those in tobacco control. Moral psychological analyses argue that there is more than scientific evidence involved in supporting this continuum of approaches. Divergent values also influence positions in tobacco control. Attention to these values as well as the scientific evidence should be included in policy and practice in tobacco control. It is not that one constellation of values is necessarily superior, but debates need to be informed by and engage discussions of these values as well as the scientific evidence.

Everyone interested in tobacco control for public health benefit strives to reduce and, if possible, eliminate tobacco-caused diseases. The field divides, however, into factions according to the views on the implications of addiction to tobacco–nicotine. ‘Tobacco’ or ‘nicotine’ addiction can represent overlapping concepts, but they can also refer to differing levels of harm reduction or addiction liability. The issues engaged here can arise with respect to either tobacco or nicotine addiction. Some consider tobacco-caused addiction as a tobacco-caused disease to be eliminated alongside the other diseases. Some consider tobacco-caused addiction as a much lower priority disease to be eliminated, and a subset of this group is prepared to consider addiction to tobacco (nicotine) as a tool to reduce other tobacco-caused disease. These varying views on ending, controlling or employing tobacco addiction can be a source of conflict between tobacco control advocates and researchers. Moral psychology may contribute to understanding the bases of some of the variations in positions on nicotine addiction and other issues in tobacco control. Some define tobacco addiction as a disease, but not all definitions of addictions require that. Even if classed as a ‘brain disease’, sociopolitical and ethical implications of the classification complicate matters. Recent work on ‘nicotine addiction phenotypes’ shows that understanding of addiction is not yet very advanced. Whether ‘disease’ or not, addiction does not mean that addicts are unable to permanently stop using tobacco. Many tobacco addicts do stop using tobacco. Whether or not a ‘disease’, there remains the question of the relative importance of addiction per se as a priority for public health concern.

Tobacco control often deals with what ifs. If the world were changed in a particular way, then it is projected what would happen. If smokers switched from cigarettes to nicotine replacement therapy or smokeless tobacco, then they would reduce their risk of harm. Or if teenagers adopted smokeless tobacco products or e-cigarettes, then they would later switch to more dangerous cigarettes. Empirical research does inform positions on such matters, but there is also an influence of values as well as legal and economic issues.

One of the leading researchers of moral psychology describes five core principles or ‘intuitions’ about morality. The first two have long been well recognised as fundamental to morality: (i) ‘harm, care, and altruism (people are vulnerable and often need protection)’ and (ii) fairness, reciprocity and justice; the next three principles also need to be recognised as important but have often been ignored in discourse: (iii) loyalty to one’s community, (iv) respect for authority and (v) appreciation of bodily and spiritual purity. For example, think of political parties that range from very conservative to very liberal. Research has shown that, while both groups do value altruism and fairness, these principles are relatively more important for the liberal. In contrast, the additional three values above are relatively more important as conservatism increases.

We recently applied a moral psychological analysis to expert and popular views of the use of smokeless tobacco for harm reduction. Those supporting harm reduction were found to be expressing anger at the violation of individual rights, and those opposing harm reduction were expressing disgust and concern that support of smokeless tobacco was violating public health norms, authority and inconsistent with values of bodily purity. The study of moral psychology has found that ‘anger’ and ‘disgust’ are linked to violations of different values. Of course, scientific evidence was also discussed in the disputes analysed, but especially when the science base is limited, there is an opportunity for values to have an influence on which findings and concerns are viewed as most important.
The point of applying moral psychology is not to say one position is either more or less moral than another, but that different moral principles are weighted more heavily from one position than another. As one moves from the positions of eliminating tobacco addiction, to minimising addiction, to actively trying to employ addiction to reduce deadly tobacco-caused disease, there is increased emphasis on individual rights and protection of the smoker who is not prepared to quit tobacco use and at the same time decreased emphasis on the principles of bodily purity, respect for authority and concern for the group.

There are complex factors behind why some of us are ‘hard’ vs ‘soft’ on addiction as an issue. It is not just scientific evidence or training that informs these positions but also complex moral values influenced by moral psychology that are at play. The point of invoking themes from moral psychology is not to say one position is either more or less moral than another but to try to enrich the assessments of our varying positions and identify issues that can keep factions from agreeing. As the tobacco control community seeks an end to tobacco-produced disease, the means to the end will be the critical factor. Underlying those means are different philosophies and moral psychologies as well as lines of scientific evidence. Debates need to be informed by and engage discussions of these values as well as scientific evidence.

Key messages

▸ As the tobacco control community seeks an end to tobacco-produced disease, the means to the end will be the critical factor.
▸ Underlying those means are different philosophies and moral psychologies as well as lines of scientific evidence.
▸ Debates need to be informed by and engage discussions of these values as well as scientific evidence.
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